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The Herptile 35 : 2 June 2010.

On the Edge
New South Wales

(28 April-17 May 2000)

Part 2

I Like Spiders and Snakes¹DO

Mark O’Shea.

In Part One we flew out to Sydney, to begin

filming the 2 Series of

, met up with John Weigel at the

Australian Reptile Park and learnt how to

annoy a funnel-web spider, went herping

with book-fanatic Richard Wells, and

investigated what possible effects the

Sydney Olympics would have on

endangered frog populations.

In Part Two I will be searching for Blue

Mountain funnel-web spider (

) and the Broad-headed snake

( ), and

finding a few other interesting species

along the way in the scenic Morton and

Royal National Parks.

nd

O’Shea’s Big
Adventure

Hadronyche
versuta
Hoplocephalus bungaroides

On the 8 May we set off for the Blue

Mountains for a day’s searching for funnel-

web spiders. My contributor, or buddy, was

to be Rosalind Whitten, Roz as she

preferred to be called, one of the spider

team from ARP. Roz, a attractive, petite,

short-haired blond girl wearing an ARP

safari shirt, shorts and a quick and easy

smile, was very easy to get along with, and

I knew she would be good in front of

camera.

The wardens out at Rose Lindsay Cottage had caught a Sydney funnel-web for us to

examine over breakfast but straight afterwards, we set out to search for Blue Mountain

funnel-webs.

th

¹ ‘Spiders and Snakes’ by Jim Stafford, includes the chorus:

I don’t like spiders and snakes/And that ain’t what it takes to love me/You fool, you fool

I don’t like spiders and snakes/And that ain’t what it takes to love me/Like I wanna be loved by you

Map showing herping and filming locations in
Morton and Blue Mountains National Parks, NSW.

Roz Whitten from ARP, was the author's
companion on the funnel-web spider hunt.
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It was not as easy as you might expect, we found spiders aplenty but Roz dismissed

them all and it was not until we searched in a third location that we actually found a Blue

Mountain funnel-web, even then it was small and female, hence not the big venom

producer required by ARP. We found a few interesting herps during our search, a

juvenile Eastern small-eyed snake, , and an Eastern blue-

tongued skink, , but our first spider hunt in earnest had not

been as successful as we had hoped, despite finding an impressive Sydney brown trap-

door spider a species which inhabits a remarkable ‘funnel-web’ like Y-

shaped web. We were exhausted when we got back to our Sydney hotel.

The next day was much the same, out to the Blue Mountains searching for adult male

funnel-webs but finding only a few juveniles, but we did visit the awesome Three Sisters

Viewpoint that provides a panoramic view out over the

cloud-filled valleys to the bluffs where we hoped to find

broad-headed snakes. That evening we were joined

for dinner and drinks

by skink-specialist

Glenn Shea from

the University of

Sydney.

The following day our trip south to Nowra, to begin the broad-headed snake phase of the

film, was delayed by my CT-scan appointment.

The results showed I had not done my neck any serious damage so apart from

continuing with the anti-inflamatories, we could forget about whether my head was going

to fall off and get on with the film.

Cryptophis nigrescens
Tiliqua scincoides scincoides

Misgolas rapax,

Sydney brown trap-door spider ,
large impressive female with a funnel-web like.

Misgolas rapax

Eastern small-eyed snake
, a bold

juvenile can still pack a punch.
Cryptophis nigrescens

Eastern blue-tongue skink
,

Morton Nat. Park
Tiliqua scincoides scincoides

Three Sisters Viewpoint - a blanket of
fog fills the valley below.

Three Sisters Viewpoint - once the fog
lifts the Blue Mountains are revealed.
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We loaded the vehicles and set off down for Nowra where we met up with Jonathan

(Jonno) Webb, a former student of Sydney University snake ecologist Rick Shine. Jonno

Webb is probably the person who knows most about the broad-headed snake, having

studied them for many years. He turned out to be an extremely affable person, I just

knew we would get along well, although his choice of headgear, a boonie with the letters

DOA² emblazoned across the front, would not have been my choice when working with

venomous snakes.

The next day we drove up into the Morton National Park,

170kms southwest of Sydney, to search Jonno’s study sites

for broad-heads. The habitat consists of a huge plateau of

Hawkesbury sandstone of the type coveted by bushrock

collectors, deeply dissected by gorges and horizontally

eroded to form terraces, ledges and overhangs. To search

for the broad-headed snakes, with their preferences for

rock-on-rock situations, it was necessary to move away from

the safety of the bush and venture out onto the very edges,

or very close to the edges of the outcrops, gently lifting any

exfoliated fragments of rock to check for reptiles, and then

carefully replacing them exactly as we had found them.

It was tiring, back-breaking work, continually bending, out on the edge, exposed to the

increasing heat of the day, all the time taking care not to fall over the edge of the cliff,

some of which were of a vertigo-inducing height. Jonno and I were even able to clamber

down to eroded caves and ledges where we thought reptiles might be sheltering. We

were moderately successful on our first search, we turned up the broad-head’s favoured

prey, the lichen-patterned little Velvet gecko, , and some Elegant

snake-eyed skinks, , skinks with lid-less spectacles

over their eyes like snakes. We also found several Flat rock spiders, ,

under the exfoliated rocks, a species known to occur on the sandstone bluffs and

although capable of a painful bite, not considered a risk to human health. As for snakes,

we found the other species Jonno had studied here, the Eastern small-eyed snake,

, the same species Roz and I had found in the Blue Mountains

further north, but that had been a juvenile and this was an adult.Although a ‘minor-elapid’

the Australian small-eyed snakes have fairly toxic venom and have caused some

serious bites, so we took no chances, Jonno grabbing it with a gloved hand and scanning

it with his chip-reader. It turned out to be one of his original study animals from the survey

several years earlier, which meant he was able to collect some useful growth rate and

home range data for a documented specimen. Everything was going really well, except

we were not finding any broad-headed snakes and that was worrying.

Jonno always replaced his rocks exactly as he found them and he instructed me to be

careful to do the same, but clearly whoever had been up here had not observed this

important rock replacement rule.

Oedura lesueurii
Cryptoblepharus pulcher pulcher

Hemicloea major

Crytophis nigrescens

² When I worked inAccident and Emergency, DOAwas the acronym for Dead onArrival.

Morton National Park, Blue Mountains - the
towering Hawkesbury sandstone edifices that are

home to the species we seek.
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Elegant snake-eyed skink
,

a tiny rock-dwelling lizard
Cryptoblepharus pulcher pulcher

Lesueur's velvet gecko, ,
sandstone inhabitant and the

prey of our quarry.

Oedura lesueurii

Flat rock spider
,

dorsoventrally compressed to fit into fissures
or under sandstone slabs.

Hemicloea major

Eastern small-eyed snake
,

a relatively dangerous 'minor elapid'.
Cryptophis nigrescens
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An absence of broad-heads in a population which he knew was quite strong, coupled

with the smoking gun of the misplaced rocks, began to suggest the possibility that

someone had been up here collecting these protected snakes (Shine 1998, Webb

2002).

We decided to search on a more precipitous outcrop that required a considerable degree

of scrambling and climbing by Jonno, Des and myself, the

rest of the crew remaining below on a safer plateau.

Almost immediately we gained the top we caught a large

Diamond python, , a species I had

not seen in the wild before, which we surprised while it

was out basking in the morning sun. What a find but it

would have

to wait until

later to be

photograph-

e d a n d

released as

w e w e r e

anxious to

find some of

the broad-

h e a d e d

snakes to

film.

A few minutes later and I did indeed find a broad-headed snake under a flat rock right at

the edge of a precipitous drop. The snake lunged for the edge and I almost went over

with it, trying to prevent its drop. Jonno scanned it with his pit-tag reader and discovered

it was one of his study animals from 1995 so it was processed and documented.

We then found another broad-headed snake which adopted the classic defensive

posture that earns the species its common name, elevated, curved neck with head

broadly flattened, from which position the little snake made jabbing strikes. For all their

small size these broad-headed snakes should not be underestimated, they are very

highly venomous serpents.

et al
et al

Morelia spilota spilota

Diamond python,
captured on the top of a sandstone precipice as it

basked in the early morning sun.

Morelia spilota spilota, Cameraman Des Seal,
herpetologist Jonno Webb and
the author venture upwards -

arrow marks location of diamond
python.

Broad-headed snake
,

not large but surprisingly highly venomous
Hoplocephalus bungaroides

Broad-headed snake

in the classic defensive pose that earns it
its common name.

Hoplocephalus bungaroides,
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I decided to try and get some photographs

of this feisty little snake so Jonno left me to

search further along the rocky knoll where

he found two more broad-headed snakes.

We returned to Nowra completely satisfied,

a six-snake day!

The following day was our helicopter insertion day. Looking across Morton National Park

from the ridge we had searched the day before, it was clear there were numerous other

such ridges but they were much more isolated than the one we were on, which was

accessible by road. These ridges looked so isolated the only ways to reach them

appeared to be a lengthy cross-country trek, followed by a dangerous climb, or by

helicopter. Since illegal reptile collectors probably did not have the dedication for the

first, or the finances for the second, we were hopeful that pristine populations of broad-

headed snakes might survive out on these ridges. There was only one way to find out, go

and check them out.

I truly love flying in helicopters. We have used them on numerous films in jungles,

deserts and out to remote islands. The best is flying with the doors open so you can lean

out and watch the world race by below. Often we would harness the cameraman and

allow him to hang right out shooting some amazing GVs of the terrain. But helicopters

are also very dangerous and it is very important to secure even the smallest of items

within the cabin if the doors are to be removed, because anything sucked out will go

straight into the tail-rotor and that would be disastrous. If the tail-rotor is damaged the

main rotor blades will stop spinning and instead the helicopter underneath will start to

spin, faster and faster, until finally the chopper hits the ground.

Think back to what happened in the movie

, when an RPG took out

the tail-rotor, it is not a pleasant way to go

and survivors are rare, but the exhilaration of

flying in one soon makes you forget the

dangers.

Black Hawk Down

The author eyeballs Australia's most
endangered snake

Herpetologist Jonn Webb and the author prepare
to board the helicopter

Centre of picture, the helicopter dips down
towards the distant ridges of the Morton National

Park
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It took several trips to get all of us out to one of the ridges, along with our equipment – it is

important not to overload helicopters too. From the first ridge Jonno, Des, Terry and I

were relocated to subsequent ridges that Jonno thought might sustain broad-headed

snakes.

We tried to land on one outcrop, which I can only call a spike, it was not even large

enough to put the helicopter down, but some of the other ridges we visited were much

larger and appeared more promising.

Jonno and I would move along the ridge edge, searching

in rock-on-rock situations and ignoring any rocks-on-soil

or close to vegetation because broad-headed snakes do

not inhabit those placed. We moved quickly, trying to

maximise our limited time to cover as much ground as

possible.

Often we were running along the edges of sheer drops

that plummeted to depths lost beneath the canopy of the

trees below. We searched and searched but found no

snakes at all.

In fact the only reptiles we did find were Red-throated

skinks, cold-adapted striped lizards with a vivid scarlet

“robin redbreast” stain on their throats, but which seem to

go by three names depending which author you are

referencing: ,

or .

While we were searching along the ridge

lines the director and crew were also

maximising the use of the helicopter,

filming GVs of the habitat, long shots of

Jonno and myself running along the ridges

and searching under rocks, but we were so

absorbed in what we were doing we almost

forgot about them, at least until the

helicopter reappeared.

Bassina platynota, Pseudemoia platynota
Acritoscincus platynotum

Jonno Webb and the author On
the Edge of a Hawkesbury

sandstone cliff-face.

Jonno Webb and the author
searching a distant ridge for

signs of broad-headed snakes.

Red-throated skink,
the only reptile we found on the distant ridges.

Bassina platynota,
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All the time we were aware of the sound of the rotors but did not look up to locate it, then

suddenly I felt as if I was being blown backwards as the chopper appeared a short

distance away, rising from the depths of the valley below. It was just like a scene from a

James Bond movie, the helicopter rises from the depths and turns, level with the

exposed figures, but instead of a mini-gun pointing in our direction there was, thankfully,

only a large television camera, but as the chopper rose higher still I felt as if I was being

sucked over the edge by the wind-displacement caused by the rotors. Had I been a little

closer to the edge I fear I may have lost my balance and gone over.

Unfortunately, after searching several such ridges we failed to find a single snake, let

alone our target species. Clearly these locations could not have been collected out so I

was left to wonder if some other disaster, a bush-fire for instance, had wiped out the

snakes and their velvet gecko prey and such were the heights of these outcrops that they

have never been recolonised from the lowlands or neighbouring ridges.

It was a worrying thought that the only population we had located was the one on the

ridge with road-access as the isolated ridges we had checked did not seem to offer any

hopes of reservoir populations for the future.

Our final morning back on Jonno’s study ridge yielded six more eastern small-eyed

snakes and three more broad-headed snakes and it took quite some time to process and

document them, and film the proceedings, before heading back to Nowra around

lunchtime, ready for the drive back to Sydney in the afternoon.All in all it had been a very

successful trip to Morton National Park, yielding seven broad-headed snakes, seven

small-eyed snakes and a diamond python, not to mention five species of lizards.

The first day back in Sydney was our day off and I did what I like to do whenever I get a

day off in a town or city, I went book-shopping.

I love browsing antiquarian bookshops for old or obscure herp books and anyone who

knows me will tell you that collecting herp books is a passion I have indulged for many

years. On this occasion I did not find anything all that special, but it is the hunt that is the

pleasure, the occasional find is just the icing on the cake. Sometimes, when driving into a

town with a film crew, I would spot a bookshop and as soon as the words left my mouth

there would be a click-click as the child-locks went on, the driver’s way of telling me we

are working today.

On the 15 May we were back at Taronga

Park Zoo, hoping to get the sequence with

their baby broad-headed snake. This time

there was someone to assist, the zoo

media girl Ashley who was exceedingly

helpful and generous with her time. We

took the little snake, in a clear Geo-flat

cage, to a point where I could emphasise

the fact that while Sydney is a very beautiful

city, it was still built on the original home of

this endangered snake, the camera

panning from me holding the Geo-flat and

out across the water to take in the famous

Opera House and the Sydney Harbour

Bridge.

th

The famous Taronga Zoo, Sydney, which has a
captive breeding program for

broad-headed snakes.
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With this piece-to-camera in the can, as the

opening sequence of the film, we had time

for a short tour of the impressive

Serpentarium and the rest of the zoo before

taking a ferry to film the sights of Sydney

from the waterside, more established GVs.

On our final day of filming we are back to

the funnel-web spiders.

The Australian Museum had recommended

a cabinet-maker and spider expert called

Nathan who knew the funnel-web spiders in

the Royal National Park well. We had

permission to collect one large female for

ARP’s venom project so Roz, the crew and I

set out to meet up with Nathan. We found

him running along the highway, his car had

broken down and he was worried he would

miss us. Nathan and his girlfriend Jo took us

to a densely overgrown and extremely

primeval valley where he said there are

numerous large Blue Mountain funnel-webs

living in holes in the trees.

Roz told me that females often wall themselves in and continue to feed and grow in their

self-imposed prisons until they were too

large to exit through the hole. We found the

sloughed chelicerae and fang-cases of an

absolutely immense female outside one

such hole but did not have the heart (or

bottle?) to disturb her. In the end we found

another large female in a rotten log and

extricated her to take back to ARP - job

done, we finally had our Blue Mountain

funnel-web for venom research. All that

remained was to go back to ARP to film

some close-ups of both species of funnel-

webs,but even so, it was some time after

ARP had closed to the public that the David

Wright, uttered those immortal words:

“Okay, that a wrap!”

Sydney Opera House, beautiful but built on the
home of the broad-headed snake.

Burrow of a Blue Mountain funnel-web spider
,

Royal National Park
Hadronyche versuta

Blue Mountain funnel-web spider
Hadronyche versuta,
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After a celebratory meal at the Radisson we turned in late, with the first film in the can. It

was to be called an apt description of where the broad-headed snake

actually finds itself, both physically and metaphorically, it is assuredly a species ‘on the

edge’.

The next day we packed and flew to Perth in Western Australia to investigate a curious

stockman’s story about a hooding snake.

On the Edge,

On the Edge Life list:

Scolopendridae

Actinopodidae

Hexathelidae

Idiopidae

Nicodamidae

Trochanteridae

Hylidae

Limnodynastidae

Myobatrachidae

Diplodactylidae

Scincidae

Pythonidae

Elapidae

Ethmostigmus rubripes

Missulena insigne

Atrax robustus
Hadronyche versuta

Misogolas rapax

Nicodamus bicolor

Hemicloea major

Litoria aurea
Litoria jervisiensis

Limnodynastes ornatus
Limnodynastes peronii
Limnodynastes tasmaniensis

Crinia signifera
Uperoleia laevigata

Oedura lesueruii

Bassina platynota
Ctenotus robustus
Ctenotus taeniolatus
Cryptoblepharus pulcher pulcher
Lampropholis delicata
Tiliqua scincoides scincoides

Morelia spilota spilota

Cryptophis nigrescens
Demansia psammophis psammophis
Hoplocephalus bungaroides
Pseudechis porphyriacus

GiantAustralian centipede

Red-headed mouse spider

(formerly Dipluridae)

Sydney funnel-web spider

Blue Mountain funnel-web spider

Sydney brown trap-door spider

Red and black spider

(formerly Gnaphosidae)

Flat rock spider

Green and gold bell frog

Jervis Bay treefrog

Ornate burrowing frog

Striped marsh frog

Spotted grass frog

Common froglet

Smooth toadlet

Velvet gecko

Red-throated skink

Eastern striped skink

Coppertail skink

Elegant snake-eyed skink

Garden skink

Eastern blue-tongued skink

Diamond python

Eastern small-eyed snake

Eastern yellow-faced whipsnake

Broad-headed snake

Red-bellied blacksnake
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